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Hi Matthew Coulter. Why can't we have boxes positioned in different neighborhoods?
So we don't have to have long line 500 cars long on mccourtney road trying to get to
the dump or trying to get to the Bohemian Mill or trying to get to these other locations
and making double the work. It all goes into a box in that way. Then it was
transported. Why not position the boxes all over the place. Thank you.
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Hi Matthew Coulter. Why is PG&E trying to tell us from 1994. Ron or fire in Rough and
Ready? I have not done anything in our community except for token projects. Look at
the poll at the corner of West Broad and Orchard Street. Look at them any polls every
third poll is leaning or rotten or falling down. I have a documentation pictures
photographs of a hundred thousand of them. It took me two years to get one full
replaced that everyone that looked at it seven different contractors agreed. It was bad.
It should be replaced. That's one example. It got replaced shortly after the paradise
fire. I talked to the command center the morning of the paradise fire before the
paradise fire. They sign a distressed. So I said I would call them back.
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